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THE PUBLIC DEBT LIMIT

TUESDAY, JULY 5, 1986

U.S. SENAT,'
CoMITTE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room SD-

215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, the Honorable Bob Packwood
(chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Packwood, Danforth, WAlop, Durenberger,
Grassley, Long, Bentsen, Moynihan, Baucus, Bradley, and Pryor.

Also present: Bill Diefenderfer, chief of staff; Bill Wilkins, minor-
ity staff director; Joseph Humphries, professional staff member;
Pat Oglesby, Joint Committee on Taxation; Karen Phillips, tax
counsel, Karen Worth, Social Security; and Susan Taylor, adminis-
trative director.

[Thb press release announcing the hearing follows:]
[Press Release No. 8"-611

FINANCz COMMirm ANNOUNCES HEARING AND MARKUP ON THz Dzer lwrr

Chairman of the Committee on Finance, Bob Packwood (R-Qregon), announced
that the full committee will conduct a hearing on the request by the Department'of
the Treasury for an increase in the statutory ceiling on the public debt. The hearing
will be held on Tuesday, July 15, at 9:30 a.m. in room SD-215 of the Dirken Senate
Office Building.

Senator Packwood said, "We are rapidly approaching the point where the debt
limit must be increased or else the U.S. Government will default on its obligations.
This situation must be quickly addressed so that the government can carry out the
commitments it has already promised to undertake."

The.committee will hear from one invited witness, the Honorable Charles 0. Seth-
ness, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Domestic Finance.

Immediately following the hearing, the committee will meet in executive session
to consider legislation to increase the debt limit ceiling......

The CHAiRMAN. The committee will come to order, please.
Today, we are gathered together to discuss the topic of the debt

ceiling, which we seem to take up about twice a year-if we are
lucky, once a year, but at least once a year-and we are once more
up against the debt ceiling. And everyone knows what that means.
If we do increase it, the Government comes to a halt, or at
least that is the allegation. The fact that the Government will
come to a halt is, on occasion, cause for joy among 0ne6 ople and,,
they will vote against the debt ceiling on that basis.I Bt -it dqe.;'.
mean no Social Security checks are paid, no veterans' checks
paid, and public works' projects stop, and on and on and on. It i
not just that we shut off the MX missile. It is everything else in

-Government that goes on.
(1)
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Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, may I interrii4 t tell youSthat' it violates that first principle of Republican government,
which is always pay the Army.

The CHAIw . So that the Army does not take over the Repub-
lican government.

So we have before us today Hon. Charles Sethness, the Assistant
Secretary for Domestic Finance for the Department of the Treas-
ury to present the Treasury's position. And, Mr. Secretary, if you
are ready we are ready.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES 0. SETHNESS, ASSISTANT SECRE.
TARY FOR DOMESTIC FINANCE, DEPARTMENT OF THE TREAS-
URY, WASHINGTON, DC.
Mr. SrmNuss. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman; members of

the committee.
I would beg your indulgence to read through the full statement

because I think it makes a number of points that are worth having
clearly on the record.

Senato MoYNIHAN. Mr. Secretary, do we have copies of your
statement?

Mr. SVrrNZ8s. YOU should have gotten copies.
The CHIRMAN. I find one over here in this stack. Take a look in

that stack, Pat, and see if there is one.
Senator MOYNIHAN. All right.
The CHmamAN. Go ahead, Mr. Sethness.
Mr. Srrmss. My purpose here today is to advise you of the

urgent need for cpngressional action to increase the public debt
limit.

In order to be assured that the United States will not default on
its obligations, it is essential that the debt limit be increased before
August 1.-

The orderly financing of the public debt, moreover, can continue
only if an increase is enacted prior to August 5.

Senate passage of the joint resolution deemed passed by the
House of Representatives with the passage of the concurrent
budget resolution, which would increase the debt limit to $2,322.8
billion, would result in a debt limit adequate to meet our needs.

On May 27, Under Secretary George Gould wrote the chairman
to inform you that our cash and debt projections then showed that
we would reach the debt limit of $2,078.7 billion on August 1, and
that default was likely on August 15. I ask that it be included in the
record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
[The letter follows:]
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
uweHesssSvAY may 27. 1906

Deer Mr, Chairmans

I an writing to advise you of the need for action by'Congrefs
before the August recess on legislation to increase thelimit on
the public debt.

The Budget submitted to Congress by the President in February#
pro ected that the debt subject to the statutory limit would be
$2108. billion on September 30, 1916, and $2.317.4 billion on
September 30, 19S7. Our preliminary cash end debt projections show
that the statutory debt limit of 62,076.7 billion wil1 be reached
no later than August 1.

If Congress does not act to increase the debt limit before
August 1, Treasury is prepared to use the borrowing authority of
the Federal Financing bank (Fr) to avoid a default on the govern-
ment's obligations on August 1. As you know, the FMU is author-
ited to issue up to 61 billion of debt not subject to the statu-
tory limit. The authority was used last October when Treasury
substituted FFb issues for certain Treasury debt in the Civil
Service Retirement end Disability Fund, an action that kept that
fund fully invested. However, our current pro ections indicate
that it is very likely that even after using the FFS authority,
we will run out of cash, and therefore default, on August IS.
This could not-be avoided through trust fund redemptions, since
such redemptions cannot be mode for the purpose of paying
general government obligations.

Even if our cash position were to improve enough to enable us
to got through August without a default, the government would
stay within the debt limit only until September 2, when the
September normalized tax transfer to the Social Security old
age and disability funds is due to be invested. Moreover,
unless we did not make this investment and then proceeded on
September 3 to make early redemptions, ol6ieouritisa held by the
Social Security funds notwithstanding the existence of uninvested
bolances, our current estimates show that we would not have
sufficient cash to pay benefits on September 3. It might also
be necessary to make early redemptions of securities held by the
Civil Service Retirement and Disability Fund to-pay benefits due
under that system on September 2.

The early redemption of securities held by the trust funds under
these circumstances would reduce trust fund earnings. We are
extremely reluctant to take this step. moreover, we support
legislation currently being discussed to restrict our authority
to do so.



It to therefore critical that Congress take action to increase
.the debt limit prior to August IS if we ar to avoid a situation
in which the United States defaults on its obligations# or.
If we avoid a default# we ore forced to'take actions that would
reduce trust fund earnings during a period when Congress is
scheduled to be In recess.

Sincerely.

George D, Gould

The Honorable Sob Packwood
Chairman
Committee on finance * --
United States Senate
Washington# D.C, 20510
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-Mr. SErHNWSE. Our current projections are the same. And while
the projections are, of course, subject to change as we get closer to
the period being forecast, the possibility of a changeof any magni-
tude diminishes.

Let me explain both why there is a delay between the time we
reach the debt limit and the likely default date, and why it is im-
possible 5 weeks before the likely date to provide you with absolute
assurances that we will default on any given date.

On August 1, as required by section 201(a) of the Social Security
Act, Treasury will transfer $14.6 billion to the Social Security trust
funds in anticipation of tax receipts for those funds during the
month of August. Since on July 31 the projected debt outstanding
subject to the limit will be very close to the limit of $2,078.7 billion,
investment of the amounts transferred to the trust funds would
result in exceeding the debt limit.

To avoid that result, while fully investing the trust funds on
time, we will use the $15 billion non-debt-limit borrowing authority
of the Federal Financing Bank. By exchanging Treasury securities
now held by the civil service retirement and disability fund for
identical Federal Financing Bank obligations, and retiring the
Treasury -debt, we will free sufficient debt limit capacity to invest
fully the Social Security trust funds while maintaining the liquidi-
ty of both civil service and Social Security. The exchange transac-
tion is essentially the same one we engaged in last year and will
not result in any losses to the civil service fun4.

Although the use of the Federal Financing Bank authority would
. .give-us room under the debt limit to conduct normal cash and debt

transactions through August 14, the uncertainty about whether a
debt limit increase will be enacted by August 15 will have an
impact on our market financing prior to that time. The quarterly
refunding of Treasury debt is scheduled for auction on August 5, 6,
and 7, with settlement on Augist 15. If we are not certain that the
debt limit will be increased by August 15, we will not be able to
conduct the auctions according to their normal schedule because
we will be unable to assure bidders that we will be able to settle
the transactions.

On August 15, interest totaling approximately $15 billion is due
on approximately $278 billion of outstanding Treasury notes and
bonds. Our current projections indicate that, after payment of that
interest and other obligations due on that date, Treasury's cash
balance will be so close to zero as to. be within the margin of esti-
mating error. In other words, while we cannot say to you defini-
tively that we will certainly default on August 15, we also cannot.
say defmitively that we, will not. However, after August 15, the
projected cash balance continues to deteriorate through August 20.

e believe that the possibility of a default during this period is sig-
nificant.

I emphasize the problem in August in part because of the atten-
tion given by some to the question of disinvestment of the trust
funds. As Mr. Gould stated in his May 27 letter, a default during
mid-August "could not be avoided through trust fund redemptions,
since such redemptions cannot be made f0).the purpose of paying
general Government obligations." No large payments from the
major trust funds are due between August 15 and 20.

- I
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You have heard the litany of the effects of a default before, but I

think it is useful to go over it again to focus attention on the mean-
ing behind the words. If the Uited States defaulted on August 15
and remained unable to meet its obligations through August 20, in
addition to interest and principal that would not be timely paid,
over $1 billion in Medicare payments due between August! 15 and
20 would not be received on time,, approximately $1.7 billion in
military and civilian salaries would be delayed, the States would
not receive on time almost $600 million due them from the high-
way and unemployment trust funds betweenAugust 15 and 20, and
a host of smaller payments would also be at risk-all because the
Government was unable to issue additional debt to raise cash to
pal its obligations.

king a broader view, a default would have swift and severe do-
mestic and international repercussions. For example, last year a
senior trust fund manager testified to the House Bankinig Commit-
tee that:

Investors, both domestic and foreign, would flee from the Government bond
market if there were a default, and confidence in the credit of the United State
would only painfully be restored.

The commitment of the Americah Government to do what it says
it will do, and the trust of the American people and the rest of the
world-that the United States wilt honor its commitments i essen
tial to our well-being. Any action, that would erode this commit-
ment and this trust is a matter of grave concern that should not be
overlooked or treated lightly.

I know you are interested in what would happen if our cash posi-
tion were, contrary to our current projections, to improve enough
to enable us to get-through August without a default even if the
debt limits is not increased. First, I want to emphasize that the
trust and retirement funds will be operated normally during
August, with the exception of the FFB-civil service exchange de-
scribed earlier. With respect to September, if there were to be no
default in August, it now appears that,-first, although we would
transfer the September normalized tax transfer to the Social Secu-
rity trust funds on September 2, we would be unable to invest the
transfer because we would be at the debt limit; second, in order toPa civil service benefits due September 2, we would have to
rceem early the securities held by the civil service retirement and
disability fund that would normally be redeemed on September 2,
8, and 9, which would cost that fund up to $1 million in lost inter-
est; and, third, in order to pay Social Security benefits due Septem-
ber 3, we would have to redeem early the securities held by the
Social Security trust funds that would normally be redeemed on
September 3, 9, and 10. This last action would cost the Social Secu-
rity trust funds up to $16 million in lost interest.

Moreover, because the redemption would occur notwithstanding
the noninvestment of the-normalized tax transfer in short-term se-
curities, it is likely that approximately $13 billion of longer-term
securities would be redeemed, all'of which would have interest
rates in excess of the current statutory investment rate. This
means that, depending on what the, statutory investment rate is in
June 1987, the funds could suffer a long-term loss.
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I want to nake clear, however, that if Congress does not increase
the debt limit, but we nevertheless avoid a default in August, bene-
fits can be paid in early September only if we take the actions de-
scribed above. As you know, Treasury has indicated its support for
legislation that would remove present flexibility in management of
the trust funds in the event of a debt limit crisis by prohibiting the
Secretary from taking the actions just described. We also support
legislation requiring the Secretary to notify the other trustees of
the Social Security trust funds and the Congress of his likely ac-
tions during a debt limit crisis involving the trust funds, and Secre-
tary Baker has and will continue to provide early notification even.
if there is no legislation. Early notice will allow Congress to choose
whether the preferred course of action is meeting our obligations
by raising the debt limit, disinvestment, or default, including non-
payment~of benefits.

In my view, default is an intolerable choice. Yet, unless Congress
enacts an increase in the debt limit prior to August 15, it is the
likelyresult. We therefore urge swift action by the Senate to join
the House in enacting a clean debt limit bill. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Sethness follows:]



FOR RELEASE OH DELIVERY
EXPE TED AT 9:30 A.M.
JULY 15, 1986

STATEMENT OF CHARLES 0. SETHNESS
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY (DOMESTIC FINANCE)

BEFORE THB SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

Mr. Oairman and Members of the Committee:

My purpose here today is to advise you of the urgent need

for congressional action to Increase the public debt limit. In

order to be assured that the United States will not default on

,its obligations, it Is essential that the debt limit be increased

before August 15. The orderly financing of the public debt,

moreover, can continue only if an increase is enacted prior to

August S. Senate passage of the joint resolution deemed passed

by the House of Representatives with the passage of the concurrent

budget resolution, which would increase the debt limit to $2,322.8

billion, would result in a debt limit adequate to meet our needs.

On May 27, Under Secretary George Gould wrote the Chairman

to inform you that our cash and debt projections then showed

that we would reach the debt limit of $2,078.7 billion on

August 1, and that default was likely on August 15. (The letter

is attached to my written statement, and I ask that It be in- "

cluded in the record.) Our current projections are the same.

And while the projections are of course subject to change, as we

get closer to the period being forecast, the possibility of a

change of any magnitude diminishes.

B-6SO
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Let m. explain both why there Is a delay between the time

we reach the debt limit' and the likely default date and why It

is Impossible, fiveAeks before the likely date, to provide you-
with absolute assurances that we will default on" any given date.

On August I, as required by section 201(a) of the Social Security

Act, Treasury wilt transfer $14.6 billion to the Sociof Security

trust funds in anticipation of tax receipts for those funds

during the month of August. .Since on July 31. the projectbd debt

outstanding subject to the limit will be very close to the limit

of $2,078.7 billion, investment of the amounts transferred to.the

trust funds would result in exceeding the debt limit.

To avoid that result, while fully investing the trust funds

on time, * will use the $15 billion non-debt-limit borrowing

authority of the Federal Financing Bank (FF8). By exchanging

Treasury securities now held by the Civil Service Retirementoand

Disability Fund for identical FF5 obligations, and retiring.

he Treasury debt, we will free sufficient debt limit capacity

tcinvest fully the Social Sec'rLty trust funds while maintaining

the liquidity of both Civil Service and Social Security. The-

exchange transaction is essentially the same one we engaged LK

last -year and will not result in any losses to the Civif Service

fund.

'Although use nf the FF authority would give us room under

the debt limit to conduct normal cash and debt transactions

through August 14, the uncertainty about whether a debt limit

increase will be enacted by A6gust 15 will have an impact

qt
-- I
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on our market financing prior to that time. The quarterly

refunding of Treasury debt is scheduled for auction on August 5,

6 and 7o with settlement on August 15. It we are not certain

that the debt limit will be increased by August 15, we will not

be able to conduct the auctions according to their normal schedule

because we will be unable to assure bidders that we will be able
to settle.

On August 15, interest totaling approximately $15 billion

is due on approximately $278 billion of outstanding Treasury

notes and bonds. Our current projections indicate that, after

payment of that intrirest and other obligations due that date,

".reasurys cash balance will be so close to zero as to be within

,., o i e margin of estimating error. In other words, while we cannot

to you definitively that we will certainly default on August
A,'we also cannot say definitively that we will not. However,

after August 15 the projected cash balance continues to deteriorate

rough August 20. We believe that the possibility of a default

rig this period is significant.

I emphasize the proble ,in August in part because of the

attention given by some to the question of disinvestment of

the trust funds. As Mr. Gould stated in his May 27 letter, a

default during mid-August "could not be avoided through trust

fund redemptions, since such redemptions cannot be made for the

purpose of paying general government obligations.* No large

payments from the major trust funds are due between August 1S and

August 20.
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You have heard the litany of the effects of a default before,

but I think it to useful to go over it again to focus attention

on the meaning behind the words. If the United States defaulted

on August 15 and remained unable to meet its obligations through

August 20, in addition to interest and principal that would not

be timely paid, over $1 billion in Medicare payments due between

August IS and 20 would not be received on time, approximately

$1.7 billion in military and civilian salaries would be delayed,

the states would not receive on time almost $600 million due then

from the highway and unemployment trust funds between August 15

and 20, and a host of smaller payments would also be at risk--all

because the government was unable to issue additional debt to

-raise cash to pay Its obligations.

Taking a broader view, a default would have swift and severe

domestic and international repercussions. For example, last

year a senior trust fund manager testified to the House Banking.

Comittee that "investors, both domestic and foreign, would flee

from the Government bond market if there were a default, and

confidence in the credit of the United States would only painfully

be restored.* The commitment of the American government to do

what it says it will do, and the trust of the American people

and the rest of the world that the United States wi11 honor its

conitments is essential to our roll being. Any action that

would erode this commitment and this trust is a matter of grave

concern that should pot be overlooked or treated lightly.

4,
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I know you are interested in what would happen if our cash

position were, contrary to our current projections, to improve

enough to enable us to get through August without a default even

if th. debt limit is not increased. First. I want to emphasize

that trust and retirement funds will be operated normally during

August. with the exception of the FP-Civil Service exchange

described earlier. With respedt to S6pteeber, if there were to

be no default In August, it now appears that (i) although we

would transfer the September normalized tax transfer to the

Social Security trust funds on September 2, we would be unable

to invest the transfer because we would be at the debt limit;

(ii) In order to pay Civil Service benefits due September 2, we

would have to redeem early the securities held by the Civil

Service Retirement and Disability Fund that would normally be

redeemed on September 2, 8 and 9, which would cost that fund up

to $1 million In lost interest; and (iii) in order to pay Social

Security benefits due September 3, we would have to redeem early

the securities held by the Social Security trust funds that

would normally be redeemed on Sqptember 3, 9 and 10. This last

action would cost the Social Security funds up to $16 million in,

lost interest.

Moreover, because the redemption would occur notwithstanding

the non-investment of the normalized tax transfer in short-term

securities, it is likely that approximately $13 billion of

longer-term securities would be redeemed, all of which would have

interest rates in excess of the current statutory investment

rate. This means that, depending on what the statutory Investment

N'
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rate is in June 1987, the funds could suffer a long-term loss.

I want to makt- clear, however, that if Congress does not

increase the debt limit, but we nevertheless avoid a default in

August, benefits can b paid in early September only if we

take the actions.described above.. As you know, Treasury has

indicated its support for legislation that would remove present

flexibility in management of the trust funds in the event of a

debt limit crisis by prohibiting the. Secretary from taking the

actions just described. We also support legislation requiring

the Secretary to notify the other trustees of the Social Security

trust funds and the Congress of his likely actions during a debt

limit crisis involving the trust funds, and Secretary Baker

has and will continue to provide early notification even if

there is no legislation. Early notice will allow Congress to

choose whether the preferred course of action is meeting our

obligations by raising the debt limit, disinvestment, or default,

including non-payment of benefits.

Default is an intolerable choice. Yet unless Congress

enacts an increase in the debt limit'prior to August 15, it is

the likely result. We therefore urge swift action by the Senate

to join the House in enacting a clean debt limit bill.

63-006 0 - 86 - 2
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Senator Moynihan?
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, let me thank the Secretary

for his statement and ask him just a simple set of questions based
on, just for the record.

I believe the proposed increase that you have before us would
mark a more thin doubling of the national debt in 51/ years. Is
that not so, slr?Iw

Mr. STIHNE ss. That would be so.
Senator MOYNIHAN. The debt has gone from approximately $935

billion when the administration took office to over $2,079 billion.
Nothing like that has ever happened?

Mr. SIVlHNIS8. No, sir.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Moreover it is now the case as I understand

that more than half the revenue of personal income tax is required
to pay the interest to holders of Treasury bonds. Is that right?

Mr. SETHNS8. That is correct. We estimate that interest pay-
ments on the public debt in fiscal 1986 will be about $196 billion.

Senator MOYNIHAN. $196 billion.
Mr. SvrHNEss. And the individual income taxes are estimated to

be about $355 billion in fiscal 1986, meaning that if one were to
trace exactly those dollars through, and cash is fungible, but if you
trace those dollars through, approximately 55 percent of individual
income taxes equals the amount of interest that is paid on the
public debt.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Sethness, how come an utterly open and
candid and informed Assistant Secretary of the Treasury suddenly
aPpeap before us? In the last 5 years if you asked a question like
this, the man would say, "We don't know. Who? Us?' Thank you
very much.

But to repeat: More than half of the revenue of personal income
tax is required to pay interest to bondholders. I would think that is
the largest transfer of wealth from labor to capital in history. But I
do not ask you to comment on that, sir.

Could I just quickly say that in your statement you speak of the
disinvestment of trust funds, of which the most important was
from the Social Security trust funds, some $25 billion the last time
around. And you attached a letter from Mr. Gould, your colleague,
the Under Secretary, in which he says, "We are extremely reluc-
tant to take this step again," and "we support legislation currently
being discussed to restrict our authority to do so."

I have an amendment, which many members of the committee
have cosponsored, that simply does that. But the Secretary of the
Treasury, as I understand it, is in an intolerable situation right
now. He is responsible for the financial solvency of the Federal
Government and he is the trustee of these enormous funds. And he
can sometimes only keep his duty as Secretary of the Treasury, per
se, by infringing his duties as a trustee, per se. It is just not a toler-
able situation to put the Secretary in. And I understand that you
would welcome legislation that says "we cannot disinvest for pur-
pos.es of meeting general obligations and don't expect us to do so."

Mr. SrTr'rss. As I said in the statement, and as we have, in
fact, discussed with a lot of people, including your staff, we do sup-
port restrictions on the Secretary's flexibility.
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I would not like to let pass, if you will give me a moment--
Senator MOYNIHAN. Please.
Mr. SErHNE Ss. The comment that the Secretary has an intoler-

able conflict of interest with his role as managing trustee and as
Secretary of the Treasury. There are a number of limiting param-
eters that he has to deal with at the same time at a debt limit
crisis. I do not think that he has an intolerable conflict of interest
that in any way disqualifies him as the managing trustee.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Oh, this is not in the language, but there is
a tension in his decision. Wouldn't you agree?

Mr. SrHNESS. It is very difficult to fulfill all of the responsibil-
ities that he-has at the time that we are out of cash and out of debt
limit.

Senator MOYNIHAN. All right.
And I won't ask you to say more than you need to say; but could

I point out to the committee that the amendment we are going to
offer also eliminates that normalized tax transfer on the first of
the month-which we wrote into the legislation and we adopted
in 1983 to help the funds out. We no longer need it. The funds are
in sure shape as far as anybody can anticipate, and the Treasury's
funds are not. And I think you would welcome this change too,
would you not?

Mr. irNFISS. We would welcome an elimination of the normal-
ized tax transfer after some period of delay to get the funds into
even better shape than they are now and to figure out how it
would all work. I think an immediate cessation might cause us--

Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, we are proposing it for 1990--
Mr. SEHNsSS. Terrific.
Senator MOYNIHAN. So you have time. But the funds are in good

shape and we anticipate the NT not be needed at the end of the
decade.

Mr. SETHNES. Senator, may I make an additional comment?
Senatory MOYNIHAN. Please, sir.
Mr. SErHNESS. As I am sure you are aware, Treasury has a rea-

sonably longstanding and general reluctance to have anything go
on debt limit bills in the Senate because all it takes is a passage of
the- clean bill to match up with the House bill, and you can do it in
one chamber and it gets done neatly.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Right.
Mr. SErHNESS. I need to leave that on the record.
The final decision as to whether there is--
Senator MOYNIHAN. You might have that statement printed up

just to be handed out.
Mr. Se'rHNss. Right. Once a year at least. Sure.
Senator NOYNIHAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Baucus.
Senator BAuCUs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Sethness, Setcator Moynihan raised two very profound points

which I think should be repeated. First, that our national debt has
more than doubled in the last 6 years, give or take a year or two.
That is all the accumulated deficits that we have accumulated an-
nually since President George Washington, through President
Jimmy Carter, equal about $1 trillion in total national debt. In the
last 6 years we are doubling that. That is, the accumulated deficits
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under this administration-one administration-equals the total
accumulated national deficits, annual deficits, that this country
has accumulated from President George Washington through Presi-
dent Jimmy Carter. That is the first point basically. that Senator
Moynihan made, the point that should be reemphasized and repeat-
ed over and over again; not'to blame this administration particu-
larly but, more importantly, for our country to understand what
has happened in the last 6 years.

Second, Senator Moynihan said that approximately one-half -of
income taxes-receipts received-is now paying, as I understand it,
interest on the national debt. Is that correct?

Mr. SrHNES. Well, an amount equal to 55 percent of individual
income tax collections is paid out as interest on the public debt.

Senator BAUCUS. So an amount equal to 55 percent of individual
income taxes received is now paying interest on the national debt.

How long can we continue this? What do your projections show
by the year 1990 or the year 2000 if current trends continue, that
is, the current trends of deficits that we have accumulated, annual
deficits we have accumulated, during this past 6 years are project-
ed out through 1990, through the year 2000? What percent? What
amount equal to what percent of individual income taxes received
will be paying interest on the national debt if this trend continues?

Mr. SErHNESs. That is a question I cannot answer, I think, for
two reasons. One, because I have not looked at those numbers out
through 1990 based on the projections that we do. But I am sure
that the projections we would be looking at would be those driven
by the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings approach to deficit reduction.

Senator BAUCUS. It would be more than 55 percent, would it not?
Mr. SErHNusS. I believe that it peaks in a year or two and starts

to decline as deficits decline.
Senator BAUCUS. It peaks when?
Mr. SmrNsUs. I believe that the percentage peaks in 1987 or

1988. I would have to go back and look that up'
Senator BAUCUS. Well the point is that we obviously cannot con-

tinue at this rate. And I am somewhat disturbed, frankly, in the
manner in which you come up here, and just kind of cavalierly say,
yes, you have to pass a debt increase because otherwise we are
going to go in default without bringing up the other profound im-
mense ramifications that the increase of this debt is having now
and probably will have on this country.

This is not the time to debate this, but it disturbs me that the
administration is not more precisly more directly focus on the
degree of danger that we are now facing because of the magnitude
of the problem. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Pryor.
Senator PRYoR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
What is the expiration date of this proposal? In other words,

when will we have to face-let's assume August 15 we pass this,
when do we have another opportunity then to have to face up to
this raising the debt ceiling?. Is this 6 months, 3 months, or what?

Mr. SrnNss. The $2,322.8 billion comes from the concurrent
budget resolution and is designed to get through September 30,
1987. Actually having it work out that way means that a lot of as-
sumptions have to come true.
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Senator PRvO. About 12 or 13 months.
Mr. SETHNESS. Something like that.
Senator PRYOR. Now I think the record ought to indicate that-

and this is on the issue of a clean bill versus, or measure, versus
one amended-I think the record should indicate that the last time
we increased the debt ceiling we did have a minor amendment on
that debt coiling, and that minor amendment was the Gramm-
Rudman-lollings amendment, Mr. Chairman, as I recall, last fall
around Christmastime. And I would like the Secretary to state his
opinion about whether or not any amendment to the debt ceiling
before August 15 of this year to the proposal would have to be reve-
nue neutral.

Would any amendment to this debt ceiling that we are consider-
ing have to be revenue neutral?

Mr. Sm'HNESS. I don't know, Senator.
Senator PRYOR. We could not increase this $2.322 billion. In

other words, that is your target. Right?
Mr. SErHNiss. The reason for that request is that that is the

amount already passed by the House.
Senator PRYOR. Well a lot of times the debt ceiling and the

budget resolution becomes sort of a catchall. It becomes a catchall
proposition. And I am wondering whether the Gramm-Rudmin-
Hollings mandate that we have to have revenue neutrality and leg-
islation of this sort can raise revenues or can lower revenues with-
out having what we call a revenue neutral amendment.

Mr. SrTHNESS. If I understand your question, Senator, the
number that one puts in here has nothing to do with revenue or
revenue neutrality. It is just the amount of debt that we can sell.
So that if you made this $3 trillion it would not have an effect on
revenue or outlays.

Senator PRYOR. Right.
Mr. SETHNESS. It would merely have an effect on the time which

we would have to come back.
Senator PRYOR. So we would not be mandated in any way by

Gramm-Rudman-Hollings on this proposal to increase the debt ceil-
ing, as far as neutrality of amendment?

Mr. SE'HNrss. That is my understanding, yes.
Senator PRYOR. Now, Mr. Chairman, may I ask, if I could, ask

you a question? Is there any possible opportunity of rather than
taking this country to the brink of falling off the cliff on the night
of August 14, is there any possibility of doing this at a reasonable
time when we have time to discuss it and not do like we always do
and say, OK, tomorrow the veterans are not going to be paid, and
tomorrow the Social Security'recipients, tomorrow we are going to
close down the Air Force bases all around the world? Is there any
chance we could do this soon? We know we have to do it.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, what I would like to do is report this out of
committee today if we can, get it onto the calendar. It is up to the
majority leader as to when he wants to bring something up, but I
would like this committee at least to just dischar e ourselves of our
responsibility with ample time for the bill to be brought up, debat-
ed on the floor, discussed on the floor, so that we are not up
against the day before we recess and we have not yet adopted the
debt ceiling.
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Senator PRvOR. That is what concerns me about this. That is
what many times happens.

The CHAIRMAN. The sooner we can get it out of here, the better.
Senator PRYOR. I hope that we can avoid that situation, and I say

this in due respect.
That is all the questions I have.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Durenberger.
Senator DURENBERGER. Mr. Chairman, there is something unreal

about what we go through every year here and Pat Moynihan's
questions have pointed that out. And I would like to ask Mr. Seth-
ness some definitional questions. But before I do, I would like to
share with my colleagues the fact that I enjoyed-speaking of un-
realism versus realism-I enjoyed reading a very short but very in.
formative article in a local magazine about our colleague from Lou-
isiana. And the thing was a relatively short article, and I think it
was the Washingtonian or something like that.

But that article said more about, not only about Russell Long but
about what we do here on this committee, and how it relates to the
real world out there more than anything I have read. And I would
compliment.. not only the former chairman and the ranking
member for what he said in that article, which is, as usual, inform-
ative and educational to all of us, but sort of puts into perspective
some of the incredulity or incredulousness that all of us have to ex-
press as we sit here and talk about what we have done on our
watch. Not only, as Pat says, of the transfer of wealth from labor
to capital but transferring the cost of what we insist on having
today from generation of our childi-.n.

And I think it is unconscionable, and I do not know how to make
myself feel good about it other than to read an article like the arti-
cle on Russell which says, "This too shAl pass, and put what you
are doing in some realistic perspective and don't take yourself too
seriously."

But I think the'subject with which we. deal, and obviously our
questions are no longer of the order of magnitude. I mean, we do
not even have the Secretary of Treasury here to beat up on. We
are just .iort of like we are handcuffed in the debt process, Mr.
Chairman. And I am sure we are all anxious to get out of it. And
yet it seems almost impossible for us to extracate ourselves from a
problem that is this big. So we get to the point where we think it
really isn't a problem. It doesn't have a consequence.

Tax reform is more important. I don't know whether Gramm and
Rudman are more famous than Packwood and Long, or Packwood
and Long are more famous than Gramm and Rudman. But to the
public out there, at some point it seems they have a lot of difficulty
in fixing responsbiility.

But tax reform is a positive. Our inability to come to grips with
the Nation's deficits I think is a negative.

Dyou have, Mr. Sethness, or could you provide-can you pro-
vide for us right now some comparisons between fiscal 1981 and
fiscal 1987 in terms of what the debt limit was in fiscal 1981 versus
1987? What the gross figures on debt service wereTWhat the net
figures on debt service were? Are those available to you right now?

Mr. SHNEsS. I think I can find some of that reasonably quickly.
(Pause.]
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Mr. SrrHNFS. I can give you the figures of debt subject to limit
in 1981,.which was $998.8 billion, and at the end of 1985 that was
$1,823.8 billion.

Senator DURENBERGER. The debt service figures?
Mr. SVrHNFSS. The interest on the public debt in 1981 was ap-

proximately $95.5 billion.
Senator, DURENBERGER. Approximately what?
Mr. SUHNESS. $95.5 billion. And in 1985 it was $179.1 billion.
Senator DURFNBERGER. And you are projecting it at $196 billion?
Mr. SE'FHNEUSS. $196.1 billion is the current 1986 estimate.
Senator DURENBERGER. Do you have the net figures then, net of

interest income or is that not available to you? Because the next
question then is, debt service as a percentage of all federal spend-
I %r. SrHNSS. In 1981, that was approximately 14.1 percent, and

in 1985 it was 18.9, and it is projected to be 20 percent in 1986.
Senator DURENBERGER. Didyou say 20 percent in 1986?
Mr. SErHNESS. Yes.
Senator DURENBERGER. Do you have projections for fiscal 1988,

1989, and 1990?
Mr; SrHNESS. I do not with me; no.
Senator DURENBERGER. Do you have any information on the com-

position of the buyers of our debt, 1981 versus 1987? Who is buying
the national debt today?

Mr. SrTHNESS. I have some information on the composition of the
holders of our debt as of the moment, and this has a remarkably
stable pattern over time. I do not have the historical breakdown of
what that holding pattern was 5 years ago, but the percentages
held by the various classes of investors have not changed dramati-
cally. There has been a slight decrease in the percentage of the
debt held by foreigners, a slight -increase in the percentage of the
debt held by mutual funds, and some other changes, but it has not
been a dramatic change in the total mix.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Grassley.
Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Chairman, I don't have any questions and

only want to say that if I didn't say something or ask anything it
might be considered-my considering it O.K. that we have a tre-
mendous increase in the national debt. And you cannot let go by
what the Senator from New York and the Senator from Montana
observed that this is a very serious situation and it has gotten bad
in recent years.

On the other hand, I guess we ought to observe that the national
debt has not just started to get bad; that this snowball rolling down
the hill that has now accumulated 2 trillion parts started rolling
down the hill several decades before the present administration
came in.

And I guess that I would have to assume that my entire genera-
tion-this generation-has somehow accepted that it is morally all
right to live beyond its income and beyond its means. And I think
too often we look at the national debt as just being an economic or
fiscal matter. But it is kind of a moral issue in the sense that we
are outliving our productivity and our willingness to support and
sacrifice. And that did not just happen this last 6 years. That has
been going on for a long time, and the chickens are coming home
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to roost in the way of high interest rates and high cost of interest
on the national debt, and all those things.

So I hope that we don't vote a bill out of this committee some-
how feeling that all of a sudden a crisis is upon us, and that we
were just now having that realization that just the last 6 years are
bad, because over a long period of time this has been coming upon
US.

And hopefully now with some extraordinary measures I think in
terms of Gramm-Rudman, when you can have a Senator Gramm
and a Senator Kennedy vote for the same measure that there is
some indication that there is a new day here in Washington. And
maybe our generation-my generation-is finally realizing that we
have committed moral wrong and are going to correct that so that
at least even though we cannot right the wrongs of the past, at
least we are not going to make them a great dealbigger for future
generations.

So, as I observe this issue it is an annual one, but I think it is a
very important one and worthy of our consideration of what a
whole generation has done to the future-our kids and grandchil-
dren. And we have taken more out of this country than we put
back in. And this is really the first generation-my generation-
that we have been so irresponsible and morally debunk from the
standpoint of the materialism that is expressed in deficit spending.

The CHAIRMAN. Further questions?(o response.]

he CHAIRMAN. If not, I know Senator Moynihan has an amend-
ment, and I know Senators Long and Bentsen are not far, so that
we will have at least six here. Why don't you propose your amend-
ment, Pat. We can discuss it. And I hope we would adopt it. And
then we will have to recess the committee-we do not have a
quorum-subject to the call of the Chair to report the bill out.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, this is a straightforward
matter. Perhaps Mr. Sethness might want to comment. As he indi-
cated in his testimony and in a letter he quoted from Under Secre-
tary Gould that this is a matter we have discussed with Treasury
and the Treasury supports.

There are five members on the cQmmittee, including myself, who,,
are cosponsors. The draft of the amendment is going around. There
are six specific provisions. I will go through them very quickly. It
eliminates from current law the phrase that the Secretary of the
Treasury as the managing trustee will vest the trust fund money
which in his judgment are needed by the funds. It takes away a
measure of discretion which the Secretary does not require.

It specifies that trust fund receipts and assets shall be made im-
mediately available for the exclusive purpose set out in the Social
Security Act. It states that although the managing trustee is not

.personally liable, as a fidiciary of the trust funds, he should basi-
cally execute the duties imposed upon him by the act.

It requires that the managing trustee report monthly to the
board of trustees, whijh now, of course, includes two public mem-
bers, on the status ofthe trust fund.

Mr. Chairman, I recall that-you will recall that the last time
there was this disinvestment the public trustees were not told norwere the other managing trustees.
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And as Mr. Sethness his noted, we eliminate the authority for
the normalized tax transfers as of June 30, 1990. Finally, the effec-
tive, date of these provisions would be August 15, Mr. Chairman.

TheCHAIRMAN. Senator Moynihan, I am going to support the
amendment for this reason. Normally I would ask for a clean debt
bill, as every chairman does. However, the Social Secuzjry trust
funds and disinvestment or whether we are going to sell them are
so intertwined with the debt ceiling, they are the biggest source of
reserves we have, and we are going to face this issue every time we
have a debt ceiling if we do not simply say this is off limits.

So I don't really regard this as something absolutely adverse to
the debt ceiling bill or unrelated to the debt ceiling bill. It is part
and parcel of the problem every time we face it.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, if I could just say in thank-
ing you, it seems to me that the real discipline that is imposed by
this measure is on the Congress.

The CHAIRMAN. Oh, yes. Because with this now we will be in a
position, ifSocial Security checks are not paid it will be our fault,

- and the. Treasury Secretary will not be forced into a Hobson's
choice of being pilloried one way or the other no matter what he
does.

[Discussion on the Moyniha i amendment.]
Senator LONG. Mr..Chairma;.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Long.
Senator LONG. One of the staff people indicated to me that this

amendment might pose the same problem we had with regard to
the temporary debt limit and- I would like to know if it does. In
other words, the problem with the temporary debt limit was that it
permitted the temporary limit to build up so big that we had no
choice, because the Government could not operate once the tempo-
rary debt limit expired. Would that problem come into play if this
amendment is added to the bill?

Mr. SErHNESS. Senator, there is a point somewhere along'the
way in the process when, in fact, the Government cannot operate
because it is out of cash and it is out of debt limit authority.

What this would do is make it clearer and quite probably a
month or two earlier as to when it was that the Government was,
in fact, out and something had to be done by the Congress.

Senator LONG. Well, now--
Mr. SETHNMSS. So it would have a similar effect to that of the

temporary debt ceiling expiration but not identical. There would
still be some period of time of operation.

Senator LONG. The way I understand that we have it at this
moment-we have had to fight for a long time to get it to that-is

-that when the debt limit is reached you are on a cash basis. As
money comes in you can pay it ou. That is the way I understand
it. So that, in effect, you have the power to impound whether we
like it or not because you cannot pay the money out until it comes
in.

Mr. SvrHNMSS. Senator, that is not in fact how it would work in
the event of running out of debt limit and cash. No one has the
ability to prioritize payments. And if we hit the limit and ran out
of cash, checks would still be issued, and they would be paid on the
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basis of which checks got handed in first to the Government as
cash accumulated to pay off a whole day's checks.

Now that might mean delays of from a day to weeks as time
went on as more and more checks were presented that exceeded
the amount of cash available.

Senator LONG. You mean you would propose to issue a bunch of
hot checks out there and not honor the checks when they came to
the bank?

Mr. SrrHNESS. Yes, sir.
Senator LoNG. It seems to me it makes a lot better sense to just

hold up, just wait a few days to mail the checks, until you have
more money in the till. -

Mr. SrrHNESS. We do not believe that we have the statutory au-
thority to decide which checks to not cut.

Senator LONG. The alternative would be just don't issue any
until you have enough to honor them all.

Mr. SETHNEss. That I am told, although I am not the expert on
this, it gets a little tricky because there are thousands of certifying
officers that make expenditure authorizations in a lot of different
places where checks and electronic funds transfers get made. And
shutting the whole payment system down is complicated.

Senator LONG. Let me ask if Mr. Wilkins or someone else over
there can help clarify this matter for me.

Mr. WILKINS. Maybe we can get Joe Humphries to describe the
situation we were talking to you about earlier this morning.

Mr. HuMPHRIES. With the comparison between this and the tem-
porary debt limit in particular is this situation. With the tempo-
rary debt limit, the key thing that makes it impossible for Treas-
ury to operate on a cash basis if they felt they. otherwise could is
that they cannot roll over existing debt as debt becomes due. When
you had a temporary debt limit they were not in a position to issue
new debt to just substitute for it.

Now under the proposed-one of the features of the proposed
amendment has sort of the same result because it says if you have
any outstanding uninvested balances, in the trust funds, which is
typically the situation when you are at the debt limit for a little
while, that you could not-as debt held by the public came due,
you could not simply roll it over. You could not cancel that debt,
issue new debt to raise the cash to redeem it. You would have to-
in that situation, what you would have to do as debt came due and
made room within the debt limit, you would have to use that room
to invest the trust fund, investing the trust fund, which means that
you could not raise the cash to redeem that debt in any case.

And the result of that would be to-in anydebt limit situation-
would be to very rapidly drive the Treasury into default. They just
could not roll over existing debt. And that is the point of compari-
son, the inability to roll over existing debt.

Senator LONG. My recollection was that, once we got that tempo-
rary debt limit thing going, and the temporary debt became so
much greater than the regular debt-the so-called permanent
debt-Treasury started liking that because we had no choice. The
Government would just have to come to an end. You couldn't delay
sending checks out if you were at the debt limit.' You would have
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no choice. Nothing could be paid until another debt limit bill had
been passed to include the temporary debt limit, or to extend it.

So something had to be done, otherwise the* Government just
came to an end.

Now does this amendment set the stage for the same type thing
again rather than putting them on a cash basis? You just couldn t
operate. The Government couldn't operate at all.

Mr. SsHNus. Yes, it does.
Senator LONG. That is something that I don't think Senator

Symms and some others who are concerned about this thing would
like to see. No, I don't like that aspect of it.

I asked that you provide some charts for us, and I assume that
you have these. I have the old one--September 10-edition of infor-
mation on the debt limit. Did you bring those charts up here with
you?

Mr. STHNMS. Yes, sii.
Senator LONG. The so-called Long charts.
Mr. SIHNis. Yes, sir.
Senator LONG. You have these estimates, for example. At what

time in 1984 would those figures be correct? Do you have the
charts?

The old chart goes through 1984. I just wanted to ask, at what
date in 1984 would that be the case? Do you have that?

Mr 3'rHNhMS. I believe it is calendar year.
Senator LoNG' At the end of the calendar year or the beginning

of the calendar year or the middle?
Mr. SrrHNESS. I believe it is the end of the calendar year.
Senator LONG. The end?
Mr. SrFHNESS. Yes, sir.
Senator LONG. Would you show me what you have? Would you

mind bringing it up here.
And so you brought them upthrough 1985. Now when it says

1985, does that mean the end of 1985?
Mr. SrrlNns. December 31, 1985.
Senator LONG. September 31. Were all the other dates-
Mr. SrmNsss. December.
Senator LONG. Pardon me.
Mr. SETHNES8. December, I believe, 31.
Senator LONG. Did you say December or September?
Mr. SwMNws. December.
Senator LONG. December. All right.
For example, table 1 would say that of the total public and pri-

vate debt the Federal debt-the net Federal debt-we are looking
for net debt-is 19.2 percent.

What was the gross Federal debt at that same date? Can you
give the gross Federal debt, December 31, 1985?

Mr. SriiNESS. I am afraid that the only gross debt numbers that
I have are as of the end of the fiscal year. So I do not have the
comparable gross-

Senator LONG. What was that?
Mr. SETHNES. Well, the-
Senator LONG. For 1935.
Mr. SrmNwSS. The gross Federal debt at the end of September

30, 1985, was, instead of the 1,600 shown here was 1,827.5.
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Senator LONG. So the difference, what was that represented by?
Where was most of that held, in the Federal Reserve or was it held
in-Social Security or where?

Mr. SETHNNS3. That is held in Government accounts in the Fed-
eral Reserve.

Senator LONG. In the Federal Reserve?
Mr. SErrHNESs. I believe so.
Senator LONG. I would like for you to provide that if you would

for the record.
(The information follows:]

Ownership of the gross Federal debt. Sept. A0. 1985
fin ill. s of 4dotlasrs

Federal debt securities held by: Sonuw AtIJ
U.S. Government accounts .............................. ............................ 317.6
Federal Reserve Banks ...................................... 169.8
Private investors ................. ............................... 1,340.1

Total gr ss Federal debt ............................................................................. 1.875,5

Senator LONG. Thank you very much.
I would like to ask that these be made a part of the record, Mr.

Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
[The information follows:j
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POOTOTES

(1) Data for years 1929-1945 from the Bureau of Economic
Analysis, Comm~erce Departnent. Data for years 1946-1982
front the Federal Reserve Board Flow of Funds.

(2) Total Federal securities includes public debt securities
and budget agency securities.

(3) Per capita debt is calculated by dividing debt figures
by population of conterminous U. S. Beginning 1949.
population includes armed forces overseas, Hawaii and
Alaska.

(4) Real GNP is in constant 1982 dollars.

(5) Borrowing frot the public equals gross Federal debt less
securities held in Govoriient accounts. (a unified budget
concept).

(C) Borrowing from the public less Federal Reserve holdings.

(7) Measured by all iten Consumer Price Index. year to year"
basis.

(6) Real per capita debt expressed in 1967 prices-
(i.e., Consuier Price Index for all itens).

Source: Federal deht, Treasury Departmentj other data& Bureau
of Economic Analysis. Commerce Department, and Federal
Reserve Board (Flow of Funds).

Notes Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.
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The CHAIRMAN. Further discussion on the amendment?
[No response.)
[Whereupon, at 10:20 a~m. the hearing was conclu4ed.J

63-006. 37)


